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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This document has been written to fulfill the requirements for a historic structure report (HSR) on
Building 125, located in that portion of the Boston Naval Shipyard, which is now the
Charlestown Navy Yard unit of the Boston National Historical Park (BNHP). Because Building
125 is categorized as a “contributing structure”, of secondary significance to the site, the level of
research required for this report was “thorough”, the second of three levels designated in the
Director’s Order 28. As a consequence, the report is based on information gathered from readily
accessible sources including interviews with Park Service personnel, field inspection and research
in local archives. It is also limited in scope, focusing on the building’s developmental history and
existing conditions so as to inform and facilitate the planning for its rehabilitation.
Historical information in this report was gathered from records of the Boston Naval Shipyard,
which are currently held both by the National Park Service in the Charlestown Navy Yard and by
the National Archives & Records Administration in Waltham, Massachusetts. Important
contributions were also provided during conversations with Stephen Carlson, Historic
Preservation Specialist for the Boston National Historical Park. The existing conditions drawings
and analyses are based on drawings in the Park Service archives as well as on site investigations.
Special acknowledgement must be given to Stephen Carlson and Phil Hunt, museum specialist for
the Boston National Historical Park, for their critical assistance in the archival research, and to
Bill Barlow, F.A.I.A., BNHP Senior Historical Architect, who managed the contract for this
report and contributed significantly to both its form and content.
This report was researched and written by Eric Ward, with oversight and editing assistance by
David Fixler, Preservation Principal at Einhorn Yaffee Prescott.
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SITE AND VICINITY PLANS

Figure 1: Vicinity map, with Boston National Historical Park Sites

Figure 2: Site map of Charlestown Navy Yard
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I. INTRODUCTION
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA
Building 125 a contributing structure within the Boston Naval Shipyard (also known as
Charlestown Navy Yard), a National Historic Landmark District (National Register Number
66000134). The List of Classified Structures number for the building is #40051, Structure #125.
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 1
The Charlestown Navy Yard is significant for its role in the construction, repair, and servicing of
vessels of the United States Navy for the entire period of its existence from 1800 to 1974. Its
buildings, cranes, docks and piers illustrate the industrial/technological revolution that established
the United States as the world’s greatest naval power of the 20th Century. It is also significant as
the site of one of the first two naval drydocks in the United States, the location of the Navy’s only
ropewalk, and for technical innovations such as the invention of die-lock chain. The yard
evolved throughout its history to meet changing needs of naval technologies, and the current site
contains resources from all periods of its existence. The yard also contains two of the landing
sites for British forces involved in the Battle of Bunker Hill. Although much of the current
acreage of the yard is filled land, there is a potential that portions of the yard may contain
archeological resources related to Native American and colonial use of the area prior to its
purchase by the federal government as well as those related to its use by the Navy. The yard is
also associated with several historically significant naval officers, as well as with a number of
individuals who are significant in the fields of architecture and civil engineering.
Building 125, formerly the navy yard paint shop, was located between drydocks #1 and #2 to
facilitate the painting of hulls. It housed a function vital to one of the navy yard’s primary
functions, the construction and refitting of naval vessels. It was one of the first yard buildings to
include an electric elevator as part of its original design.

1

Statement of Significance provided by Steve Carlson, BNHP Historic Preservation Specialist.
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II. CHARACTER DEFINING FEATURES
PERIOD OF SIGNIFICANCE
Building 125 was the Navy Yard paint shop and served that role throughout its functional history
with the Navy. As far as can be determined, there are no particularly significant historical events
or persons associated with the building. Its historical significance is derived directly from its use,
and the common yet vital role it played in the day-to-day operations of the yard. In light of this,
its period of significance can be assumed to span its seven decades of active service. From a
strict architectural perspective, the building was most intact and in its best condition around 1917
after completion of the north wing. Although not in the original plans, the north wing
nevertheless made the building whole by completing its formal symmetry. The building
underwent no significant alterations until a new elevator was installed in 1940. This included a
prominent projection through the roof, but it was done with care, and was generally in character
with the original building fabric.
It can be observed that the fortunes of the building mirrored those of the Navy Yard as a whole.
Constructed at the turn of the century, during a period of vitality and renewal for the yard, the
building maintained its architectural integrity through the next four decades to reach a functional
zenith, along with the yard, during the Second World War. After that, as the Navy’s need for the
yard declined, so did the funding for its operations, personnel, and building maintenance.
Whether coincidentally or as a direct result of this, all changes after World War II to the exterior
of Building 125 were to the detriment of the its character defining features. Most regrettable
were the new door openings, altered windows, enlarged shipping door and removal of exterior
trim.
This understanding should be the basis for any treatment program. Though Building 125 is
clearly a building of secondary historical quality, and functional considerations should drive any
rehabilitation plan, from a preservation perspective, the ultimate goal should be to reverse all of
the post 1940 alterations to the exterior envelope.

CHARACTER DEFINING FEATURES
General
Building 125 remains today much as it was constructed nearly a century ago. Although new
doors and windows have been cut into the exterior walls, existing doors have been enlarged and
much of the architectural trim has been removed, the building form has changed little since the
north wing was added in 1916-17. Its basic proportions and symmetry are key to the structure’s
remarkable presence, which projects even today in spite of its generally deteriorated condition.
Essentially all of the extant original exterior materials are valuable character defining features of
the building. The interior has been altered more than the exterior over the years, as would be
expected in accommodating operational upgrades during 70 years as the navy yard paint shop; but
it too has retained the rugged, unfinished, open character of its industrial roots. Retaining to
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some extent this general character, more than any particular architectural feature, should be the
objective of any adaptive re-use program, which will necessarily involve significant interior
alterations.

Exterior Character Defining Features
Form: The basic form of the building, its symmetry and proportion, is fundamental to its
architectural character.
Setting: Also vital to the building’s character is its location, isolated on a pier between drydocks
#1 and #2, surrounded by open space.
Brick Walls: Most of the original red brick exterior remains. Though much of the original
corbelling was removed, all of the remaining masonry detailing is important: flat and half-round
arches, raised pilasters and capitals and raised brick panels.
Granite Trim: The base of the building’s center section rests on a rusticated, gray granite water
table. Windowsills are also of the same granite.
Roof: Though repaired and repainted a number of times, the metal roof conforms to the original
in material and scale. It has been painted both green and red. The existing ventilators, though
replacements from 1962, are very close to the originals in size, form and location. Original
skylights on the low south wing are gone, but wood covers mark their locations.
Windows: The existing wood windows are original except where they have been replaced with
doors or, in two second floor locations, with picture windows.
Doorways: The sliding, wood main entrance door appears to be original or a very old
replacement. The date of the hinged personnel door cut into the south leaf is unknown, but an
irreversible part of the door now. No other exterior doors appear to be original or of any
particular significance. Even the second floor shipping door, though similar to the original, is a
replacement from 1952 that is part of a renovation that was detrimental to the building’s façade.
Landscape Features: There is no historic significance to any of the landscape features. The
immediate site has been paved, raising the grade at the building line at 4” to 8” above the original
level. A restoration might investigate lowering the immediate grade to exposed some of the
lower granite features now covered.

Interior Character Defining Features
General: The openness of the first floor interior, with all the structural surfaces exposed and
painted, retains the industrial character that has always defined the building’s use.
Structure: All structural members and surfaces - brick walls, exposed steel trusses, concrete
ceilings – are important character defining features. This is not to say that new openings cannot
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be made, or old openings filled; such changes are in keeping with the flexible, practical nature of
the spaces.
Flooring: The concrete slabs of the first floor are fitting to the industrial character, but not
original. They probably cover the original brick paving, which is likely not restorable.
Lighting: Though much of the existing lighting dates back to the latest period of the building’s
Navy use, none of the fixtures are themselves valuable. Important is the general character of the
light fixtures: straightforward industrial fixtures, pendant mounted from the structural ceilings.
Circulation Core: The second floor stair is original and the elevator dates to 1939. Neither is
sufficiently valuable in itself to warrant saving, since they do not meet current codes and would
be of no use in a renovated space.
Second Floor Office Finishes: These offices date to the 1950’s and contain no significant floor
wall or ceiling finishes.
Equipment: Paint mixers in the South Wing (Room 103), though probably not original to the
building, are representative of the equipment that was key to the building’s use and history. The
option of retaining and displaying one or more of them within the building should be explored.
Other Fabric: A portion of the original trolley rail remains in the South Wing (Room 103). This
rail was a prominent and important feature in the building, also representative of its industrial use.
The trolley rail suspended above the second floor was installed in 1952 along with the shipping
door revisions and is not valuable.
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III. DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 2
During its first 100 years of operation Charlestown Navy Yard was used primarily for the
manufacture and storage of naval equipment. Several important ships had been constructed at the
yard during the War of 1812 and Civil War, and its granite drydock, completed in 1833, saw
steady use through the century repairing ships for both the Navy and for private ship owners. But
the manufacture of rope, anchors, chain and sails remained the yard’s most important work.
Major changes occurred in the Navy in the 1890’s and especially around the time of the Spanish
American War in 1898. Not only was this a naval war with the accompanying increase in naval
activity and spending, it also transformed the United States into a maritime power with new
possessions to defend in the Caribbean and Pacific oceans. During this period the Navy
underwent a major modernization and expansion, commissioning many new steel vessels and
improving shipyards around the country to maintain them. These were technically complicated
that required more maintenance than previous ships; their steel hulls were especially prone to
deterioration and organic buildup and needed to be cleaned and repainted two or three times per
year. In 1898 Congress authorized the construction of four new drydocks around the country,
including a second granite drydock at Boston Navy Yard (as it was known at the time), to provide
maintenance and repairs on even the largest ships of the fleet. This began a new era for the
Charlestown yard, as it became a major port for maintenance and repair continuing through the
first and second world wars.
The original paint shop was located in Building 10 at the west side of the yard until 1900 when
construction on the site forced the painters into temporary quarters. Their building was
eventually moved to the east side of Wharf #1, but it was too small to be re-occupied as a paint
shop. Around this time construction of the new Drydock #2 had just begun, and since its primary
use in servicing the new naval fleet would be for the repainting of steel ship hulls, it made sense
then that a new paint shop be erected nearby. A location was selected on the newly extended
west pier of the Drydock #2, also a short distance to Drydock #1 which was to remain active in
servicing smaller craft. The new building was to be of fireproof construction and large enough
for the material stores, paint mixing machines, offices and support facilities (lunchroom, lockers,
toilet facilities) for the painting staff that worked both in the building and in the drydocks.

2

Information for this section derived from Charlestown Navy Yard, 1890-1973, Frederick R. Black,
Cultural Resources Management Study No. 20, Boston National Historical Park, 1988.
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Figure 3: The site prior to the construction of Building 125. Building 24(background) exists today, but
building 25 (foreground) was moved to another site at the yard in ca. 1875. (Undated Photograph)

CHRONOLOGY OF DEVELOPMENT AND USE

Design (1902-1903)
The paint shop, designated Building 125, was designed sometime around 1902-1903. The first
schematic drawings found in NPS archives are dated March 31, 1903, and include relatively
detailed plans sections and elevations very close to the final working drawings, which were begun
August 13, 1903 and submitted on February 8, 1904. Research for this report has not determined
with certainty where the design of the building originated, but it is probable that architects in the
Washington D.C. Bureau of Yards and Docks were responsible for the design, a carefully
proportioned classical composition which was very similar to other buildings erected at this time
in navy yards around the country. 3 The schematic drawing had no title block and was signed by
an Assistant Naval Constructor (signature illegible) that was not seen again on the construction
drawings, which were clearly done locally with a “Navy Yard, Boston, Mass” title block. They
were submitted by C. M. Parks, Civil Engineer, USN, and approved by Mordecai Endicott, Chief
3

Conversation with Steve Carlson
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of Bureau, Yards and Docks. The structural design for the building was also done locally as
evidenced by the original computation sheets with a Boston Navy Yard heading that were found
in the archives.
The gracefully detailed building exceeded the requirements of its utilitarian function. It featured
a two-story center section (3,000 s.f. per floor) topped by a gable roof with roman-pitch
pediments expressed in corbelled brick and copper cornices. The roof, shown with a north/south
ridge in the schematic drawing, was rotated 90 degrees in the construction drawings to align the
pediments with the main (east) façade. Single story, shed roofed wings extended to the north
(1,000 s.f.) and south (2,000 s.f.). The exterior walls were constructed of red brick, articulated by
pilasters with corbelled brick capitals and resting on a rusticated granite water table. Sets of three
large double-hung wood windows filled the recessed bays between pilasters. Although shown as
9/9 rectangular windows in the schematic drawings, they were changed in the construction
drawings to 6/6 windows with half-circle transoms on the first floor. The only oddity of this
classical composition was the second extension of the south wing, which was clad in flat,
unornamented brick. This wing upset the general symmetry of the building. Perhaps it was
afterthought that came late in the design (a careful look at the schematic floor plan shows a line
separating the south wing, while the bearing walls are unbroken elsewhere in the drawing), or
perhaps it was an alteration to a design used elsewhere. In any case, the designer clearly wanted
to de-emphasize the wing by omitting its ornamentation in an effort to maintain the classical
symmetry of the east and west facades.

Figure 4: East elevation shown in schematic drawing (3/31/03). Even at this stage, the south storage wing
was planned, but the omission of detail on it suggests an attempt to impose symmetry on the facade.
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Figure 5: East elevation shown in construction drawings (2/08/04). Note that the gable roof has been
rotated 90 to align the pediment with the east façade. Windows have also been changed from 9/9 to 6/6,
with half-round transoms on the first floor windows.

Consistent with the other new buildings being constructed by the Navy around this time, Building
125 was to be durable and non-combustible. It was constructed on piles, with concrete encased
steel foundation girders, brick bearing walls and steel framed concrete floors and roofs. Large
windows provided plenty of natural light to the interior, which was essentially without finishes –
painted brick walls, unfinished brick and concrete floors and exposed steel pipes as radiators.
The first floor of the main space was designated for paint mixing, with a large work table in the
center of the room and paint mixing equipment along the west wall. Two columns shown in the
middle of this space in the schematic design drawings were eliminated in the construction
drawings and replaced by two massive (5 foot deep) warren trusses supporting the second floor,
presumably to permit more flexible, column-free space. A trolley track for handling heavy loads
and equipment was suspended from the overhead structure at thirteen feet above the floor; it
started at the main entrance doors and looped around the main space and through narrow doors
into the south wing. Wood-framed wire mesh partitions surrounded the main work area and a
small “brush locker”, providing security for the tools and materials by separating them from the
circulation corridor running between the entrance doors and locker/washroom in the north wing,
which was probably open to all paint shop personnel. The stair and freight elevator to the second
floor were located in the northeast corner of the space. This was the first elevator designed into a
new building in the yard, though others were being inserted into existing buildings around this
time in an effort to improve operational speed and efficiency in the shops.
The second floor was left mostly open, designated “Varnish & Polishing Room”, with only small
office and storage rooms in its southeast corner. The hoisting machine for this original elevator
was located adjacent to the elevator (this would be moved to a penthouse machine room when the
elevator was replaced). Material handling was facilitated by a trolley beam at the center of the
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floor, running east/west and cantilevered four feet through a bi-parting shipping door in the east
wall.
The south half of the south wing was designed for volatile storage (“Tanks for Oil, Naptha,
Alcohol, etc.”) and was separated from the rest of the building by a 16” masonry wall penetrated
by one fireproof personnel door. Loading access was provided through double doors on the east
exterior wall. Near the center of the north wall was a 20” diameter steel stack with openings near
the floor and just below the roof to provide passive ventilation for the space. This stack was a
prominent exterior feature on the building, extending 34’ above the roof. Though space was
amply illuminated through two very large (12’x6’-9”) skylights, there was only one small
window in the south exterior wall.

Figure 6: First floor plan from construction documents (2/8/02). Electrical notes on the plan were from a
later lighting renovation.

Construction (1905-1906)
A construction contract for $31,000 was signed with Connors Brothers Construction Company on
August 16, 1904. Perhaps the piles were placed around that time, but the start of foundation work
was delayed until April of the following year by the construction of a culvert between Drydocks
#1 and #2 that ran directly below the building site. The foundation reinforcing steel was also late
in being delivered. The building was substantially complete and turned over to the Navy in
August 1906, with the final touches including painting of the roof and installation of electrical
wiring completed by Navy personnel. The total construction cost exceeded the appropriation by
$4.13.
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Figure 7: Foundations under construction (July 1905). Note the recently completed and flooded Drydock
2 in the background.
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Figure 8: View from the northwest of walls rising (September 1905). One of the two steel warren trusses
that will support the second floor is visible above the walls. This is the last construction progress
photograph in the NPS archives, though undoubtedly regular photographs documenting the work were
made.

North Wing Addition (1916)
Ten years after its construction the toilet and locker rooms were remodeled, and the building was
expanded to the north to accommodate new lunch and shower rooms. An exterior door in the
north wall of the new lunchroom provided direct outside access to these spaces for paint shop
personnel, most of whom worked outside of the building on the ships under repair. The extension
was probably driven by the significant increase in numbers of workmen brought to the yard with
World War I looming. Whatever its practical impetus, this expansion provided the designers an
opportunity to balance the building’s massing with a wing to the north that mirrored the paint
storage wing to the south. But unlike the featureless south storage wing, the new addition
exterior was designed with brick details and windows to blend with the richer articulation on the
rest of the building. Its structural system differed from the original, however, in that the roof was
built with wood decking and rafters and the foundations were placed on spread footings. This use
of a different construction system was possibly due to the fact that the extension was constructed
by day laborers working directly for the Navy Yard. The installation of pile foundations and a
concrete slab roof would have been much more complicated work and would have required
bringing in an outside contractor like the one that constructed the original building. They must
have assumed the spread footings were sufficient for a lightly loaded single story wing, but the
new wing settled shortly after construction, causing cracks in the floors and masonry walls that
are still evident today.
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Figure 10: Toilet and locker room plan of original north wing. Access was through main space only.

Figure 11: Plan of the north wing addition (10/31/1916). The new exterior door in the north wall (bottom
of this drawing) provided for the first time a separate access to these expanded facilities, which were
probably used by all the paint shop personnel working on ships in the adjacent drydocks.
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Figure 12: North wing extension under construction (December 1916). Note the wood rafters. The
original building’s roofs were all constructed of concrete on steel rafters.

Figure 13: East elevation at completion of north wing extension (1917).
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South Wing Substation (prior to 1918)
The south wing, originally constructed for volatile materials storage, was partitioned shortly after
the building’s completion to create an electrical substation. It was accessible through a new door
installed in the south wall. The original door appears to be part of a wire mesh partition covering
the opening, which would be a reasonable way to provide adequate ventilation to the substation.
The opening was later filled with a pair of steel doors – perhaps after the electrical equipment was
moved. Two new windows were also installed in the west wall of the space as part of the work.
The skylight in the roof above the room was left unchanged.

Figure 14: View from the south in an undated photograph taken between spring 1917 (when the north
wing was finished) and summer 1918 (when the marine railway construction began). Note the new
substation door in the west side of the south wall. The opening at the center of this wall is the original
wood window, which exists today.

Marine Railway (1918)
In 1918 a marine railway was constructed in the former dock area just a few feet west of Building
125. It consisted of a wooden cradle on steel tracks that could raise smaller craft out of the water
for maintenance. It was faster and more efficient to use than the drydocks, which could now be
reserved for the larger naval vessels. Although Building 125 was not physically affected by the
construction of the marine railway, the site around it was significantly altered and the activity in
the paint shop was increased with the added maintenance capability.
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Figure 15: Pier west of Building 125 prior to start of construction on the marine railway. In the
foreground are remnants of Building 110, the former Pitch House. Note the two windows to the substation
in the west wall the south wing, identifiable by the newly mortared masonry surrounding them. (1918)

Figure 16: Completed marine railway with its wooden cradle raised (May 1919).
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Temporary South Shed (1939)
A photograph from 1939 shows a large temporary shed connected to the south side of Building
125. No physical or other documentary evidence of the shed has been found, and its use is
unknown.

Figure 17: Temporary shed attached to south wing (Sept. 1939). The new elevator penthouse is visible on
the north side of the main roof.

New Freight Elevator (1939)
The Navy was continually making changes to the equipment and operational layout of the paint
shop through the decades after its construction. For the most part these changes had little affect
on the building’s appearance, but both its interior and exterior were affected when a new elevator
was installed in 1939. The original 2,000 lb. capacity freight elevator was the first to be installed
as original equipment in a new building at the Navy Yard (several retrofit elevators were being
installed in other buildings around this time). It was installed in a 5 ft. by 6 ft. plastered terracotta hoistway, with a 3 ft.-6 in. deep pit. Its hoisting machine was located on the second floor
adjacent to the elevator, probably to limit its height and avoid a projection through the roof.
The original elevator evidently was determined to be too small, and in an effort to improve
loading access to the second floor, specifications were prepared in 1939 for a replacement 4,000
lb. freight elevator. The specifications were for a combined project that also included a new
2,500 lb. elevator for building 114. The new elevator for Building 125 required a deeper (4 ft.)
pit and an enlarged brick hoistway (9ft. 8 in. by 7ft. 5in.) that was constructed adjacent to the
existing concrete stair between first and second floors. Apparently space on the second floor had
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become valuable enough that the new elevator hoistway included a mezzanine for an overhead
traction machine, which projected through the roof on the north side of the ridge. The portion of
the masonry shaft above the roof was clad in copper and capped with a steel-framed skylight.

Figure 18: Drawing (2/23/1939) of new elevator roof projection. Note that masonry enclosure was built
around the existing roof trusses.

Second Floor Shipping Door (1951)
The second floor had always been used for paint and material storage as well as the sign painting
shop. Loading access to the second floor was by means of the freight elevator, enlarged in 1939,
and a shipping door over the main entrance. A steel trolley beam projected through this door and
ran the full width of the space at 8 ft. above the floor. By 1951, loading operations had badly
damaged the head of this door. The following memorandum from the Design Division
Superintendent was in response to a Maintenance Department request for its repair:
“1. Subject beneficial suggestion recommends that the cornice on the Paint Shop at
DD#2 be repaired and that a protective shield be placed around it directly above the door
to prevent future damage. The suggestion also recommends that the “I” beam protruding
from the upper door be removed.
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2. That part of the suggestion recommending that the cornice be repaired is good and
should be carried out. However, the I-beam should not be removed but should be used
for the purpose originally intended which is to lift loads from the ground to the second
floor instead of using large cranes to lift the loads and swinging them into the second
floor in such a way that the crane cable damages the cornice. It is recommended that a
motorized hoist be installed on the monorail instead of the existing hand type to facilitate
lifting the loads, the load would then be brought up to the building either by truck and
removed therefrom by hoist or could be deposited on the ground by the large crane and
picked up by the hoist, avoiding damage to the building. The proper size hoist should be
determined by consulting the activity as to the weights to be lifted.” 4
The archives contain a drawing dated July 16, 1952 for increasing the height of the shipping door
by four feet and installing a new crane beam to improve loading into the second floor.
Apparently this work was done about this time, or at least by November of 1955 when the change
is first seen in a photograph. The door head, which was originally aligned with the adjacent
windows and comfortably centered in its recessed brick panel, was raised (awkwardly) to the
underside of the brick corbel above. Corbelled brick brackets were added to each side of the door
head, probably in an attempt to resolve the architectural problem. The work included a new
trolley beam raised more than three feet to ll ft. 9in. above the floor.

Figure 19: Drawing of new shipping door (1952). The door head originally aligned with the adjacent
windows.

4

Memorandum from BNY Design Division Superintendent, 8/6/1951; NPS Archives
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Interior Alterations (1950’s)
After using Building 125 for over 40 years, the Navy began to consider general alterations and
operational improvements early in 1950. About this time the Navy was also interested in
relocating additional painting equipment from South Boston to the area around the paint shop and
Drydocks #1 and #2. A study completed in March 1953 determined there was no space for a new
storage building and, instead, presented a conceptual plan to for a total renovation of Building
125 and expansion of the second floor by 6,000 s.f. Fortunately for the architectural integrity of
the building, the plan was deemed too ambitious and was not pursued.

Figure 20: Section sketch (1/26/1953) of proposed enlargement of Building 125. If executed, this
renovation would have consumed the original building.

Paint Shop and Design Division personnel continued to explore ways to improve the building’s
operational layout through the 1950’s. They were also very concerned about correcting safety
deficiencies originally flagged in 1952 but held up by the larger planning efforts. The hazardous
paint mixing areas had never been isolated from other building operations nor fitted with
explosion proof electrical lighting and equipment. By April 1955 a new plan and cost estimate
had been prepared for major alterations within the building envelope. The plan included moving
the shop offices from the first floor south wing to the second floor. Paint mixing and storage,
previously located on both floors, would be consolidated on the first floor and separated by
existing brick fire walls. The office move and some of the first floor work was probably
completed around 1956. Apparently the Master Painter wanted better views from his new
southeast corner office and replaced four original double-hung windows with two fixed picture
windows on each side of the corner. Also during this renovation the second window from the
west side of the south elevation was enlarged and converted to an egress door, with a wooden fire
escape stair over the south wing roof to the ground.
Based on a drawing dated September 5, 1957, the first floor renovation was probably completed
several years after the office move. The high south wing, which was already separated from
adjacent spaces with fireproof masonry walls, became the new paint mixing room. The high,
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narrow doors to this space through which the trolley beam ran were probably filled at this time
and replaced with one new sliding fireproof door on the west side. The fire egress door through
the west wall of the first floor main space was probably also installed at this time.

Exterior Repairs (1962-63)
In 1962 drawings and specifications were prepared for an exterior rehabilitation of roofs,
cornices, downspouts and gutters on Buildings 125, 104 and 42C. For Building 125, this meant
the removal of all the original corbelled brick and copper that articulated pediments on the east
and west facades and gave weight and clarity to the roof edges. These areas were replaced with
flat brickwork and simple, rectangular copper rake trim and gutters. Much of the character of the
building facades was lost through this maintenance project. The following justification was noted
on the cover sheet of the allotment cost estimate (which totaled $35,400 – just slightly over the
original construction cost):
“The cornices, gutters and roofs have been repaired on numerous occasions and further
repairs are not economically wise. This deteriorated condition has made complete
rehabilitation mandatory and further delay will only result in excessive maintenance and
repair costs.” 5

Figure 21: Detail from drawing calling for the removal of original brick and metal cornice (2/19/1962).

5

Note on cover of cost estimate for special allotment, Project M1-61 (3/5/62); NPS archives.
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The project also included replacement of the three rooftop ventilators and repainting the tin
covered roofs. The specifications called for the metal roof to be coated with asphaltum paint and
finished with “Flintkote Decoralt” paint in a green color. Though research for this report did not
uncover evidence of the original roof color, photographs indicate that the roof was painted red
prior to this project. The green color was selected to blend with the copper trim, which was
specified to be treated with acid after installation to achieve the “weathered green” patina of the
existing copper downspouts.

Floor Repairs (1963)
The original drawings indicate brick paving over 6” concrete slabs for all ground level floors
except the toilet/locker room of the north wing. Some of the brick finish remained until at least
March 27, 1963, the date of a memorandum in the NPS archives that reported on an investigation
into settlement of the brick pavement in the “South Leanto”. The condition was determined not
to be hazardous but due to overloading during World War II. It recommended an overlay of
minimum 2” concrete. Since no brick paving is exposed currently in the building (with the
exception of a small area of exposed brick in the south wing), it is possible that the rest of the
building received a concrete finish around this time as well.

Closing of the Navy Yard and Boston National Historical Park (1973-1974)
After years of declining activity, the Boston Navy Yard was closed in 1973. Much of the yard
came under the jurisdiction of the Boston Redevelopment Authority, which would direct its
revitalization with commercial and residential development. But the oldest portion of the yard,
including Building 125, was set aside for preservation, and in 1974 was placed under the control
of the National Park Service as part of Boston National Historical Park. Along with this
transition came the return to the yard’s historic name: Charlestown Navy Yard.

New Boiler (1974-1977)
The steam heating system that served buildings throughout the yard was decommissioned when
the Navy turned the property over to its new owners. Plans, dated October 1974, were prepared
by the Navy for an independent gas fired boiler to serve Building 125, located in the west end of
the original (high) north wing. The work was not done however, because the Navy’s budget was
restricted to maintaining only those major structures (Buildings 4/5, 22, 24 and 136) that
continued to be occupied at this time. 6 Instead, the building was mothballed without heat until
the Park Service installed a new boiler in 1978. A drawing in the archives, dated September
1977, shows the revised boiler room in the west end of the north wing as it was constructed and
exists today.

6

Conversation with Steve Carlson.
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Curatorial Services
After installing a heating system, the National Park Service initially used the building without any
significant alterations for curatorial resources, housing artifacts in the former shop spaces on the
first floor and both staff and archives in the existing second floor offices. This use continued
until 1990, when the Curatorial Branch moved to Building 107. In accordance with a revised
General Management Plan (3/20/1987), the Park Service submitted plans to install a public
exhibition on the history of the Navy Yard in the main first floor space. This exhibition required
only minor alterations to the building, including removal of the wire mesh partitions, the
installation of new lighting and security systems and the repainting of exposed wall, ceiling and
floor surfaces. This work was completed in 1991 and continues to occupy the space as of the
writing of this report.

Figure 22: The main first floor space when initially used for general curatorial storage by the Park
Service. View is looking south along the west wall. (02/1978)

Second Floor Building Occupants
After the Curatorial Branch moved, the second floor offices were occupied, without any
significant changes, by various tenants, including the Pennies Campaign for the U.S.S.
Constitution, the New England Steamship Foundation, the Freedom Trail Foundation and the
Boston Redevelopment Authority.
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North Wing Alterations (1988)
New England Historic Seaport, Inc., a non-profit organization with a small boat building
operation moved into the north wing of the building in 1988. The organization’s original request
included taking over the north and south wings, with an additional 12’x30’ metal clad addition to
the south wing. This addition was rejected by the Park Service as not consistent with the General
Management Plan for the park, and the south wing was never occupied, but the former locker and
washroom spaces (not including the boiler room) were converted to a workshop through
renovations that included the construction of wooden workbenches and a timber-framed loft over
three-quarters of the higher, south space. A small toilet room was also installed in the northeast
corner of this space, and power and lighting systems were upgraded. In 1989 a sign, identifying
the space as the “Boston Boat Shop, New England Historic Seaport”, was erected over the coiling
door in the east exterior wall (no documentation was found establishing the date when this coiling
door was installed). The north wing continues to be occupied by this tenant as of the writing of
this report.

South Wing Tenants
The south half of the south wing was divided into a two rooms by a terracotta wall, originally to
accommodate in the smaller western space an electrical substation. The Navy has continued to
occupy the larger, east room for the storage of metal shop materials used in maintaining U.S.S.
Constitution. The smaller west room was occupied in renovated and occupied in November 1997
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for an experimental fish hatchery operation. They
installed water tanks on the first floor and constructed a small wooden loft for offices above.
Both users occupy the space as of the writing of this report.

Roof Repairs (1994)
Leaking roofs required the Park Service to make general repairs in 1994. The work consisted of
replacing damaged panels of the sheet metal roofing and coating the entire roof with a liquid
membrane. The current color of the membrane is gray. To facilitate this work, the wooden fire
escape over the south wing roof was removed and replaced in kind.
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IV. CURRENT PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

GENERAL
Building 125 has retained much of its original character and is in relatively good condition for a
building with a century of heavy usage. It has avoided major alterations because until recently, it
was employed for one purpose, as a paint shop, with operations and equipment that changed little
during its period of use. Consistently restricted Navy Department budgets also limited funds for
alterations not clearly warranted by operational benefits or safety requirements; the one major
expansion to threaten the building’s original integrity, proposed in the 1960’s, apparently
foundered for lack of economic justification. On the other hand, budgetary restrictions were also
responsible for limiting maintenance of buildings at the Navy Yard, particularly after the Second
World War. The articulated cornices of Building 125 were allowed to deteriorate to the point that
they were less expensive to remove than to repair. For the most part though, the building’s basic
character defining features have remained because it is a simple structure, constructed of rugged
materials that have been able to withstand years of hard use.

Figure 23: View of east façade. Corbelled brick cornices delineating the pediment and roof eaves were
removed in the 1960’s. (1/15/03)
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EXTERIOR
Masonry
The building is constructed of red, water-struck brick laid in common bond, articulated with brick
pilasters that divide each façade of the main block into three equal recessed panels. The original
corbelled brick cornices that emphasized the roof edges and formed pediments on the east and
west facades are now gone, replaced by flat brick infills that contrast slightly with the adjacent
original bricks. The main block and adjacent wings rest on a 3 ft. high gray granite water table.
The masonry walls are in generally in good condition, with some efflorescence indicating minor
water infiltration problems at a few locations. There are no serious cracks to suggest structural or
settlement problems; old cracks that do occur at the joint between the original building and the
north wing appear to have stabilized and are clearly due to differential settlement caused by their
different foundation systems. The mortar joints appear also to be in good condition overall, with
perhaps 10%-15% repointing required at the time of this report.

Roofs
The roofs are clad with metal shingles, coated with a gray liquid membrane, over the original
structural concrete roof decks. Each roof area is edged with copper rake trim and drained to
copper gutters and downspouts. Perhaps some of the metal shingles are original, but major roof
repairs in the 1960s and again in 1994 included significant repairs, new gutters and trim, and new
membrane coatings; as a result, the roof systems appear to be in excellent condition. Rooftop
assemblies also appear to be in good repair, including the elevator penthouse, ridge ventilators,
and miscellaneous exhaust hoods over the north wing. The wooden fire escape over the north
wing roof was rebuilt during the 1994 roof repair project.
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Figure 24: View of roof over the north wing. The flat metal shingles are clad with a gray liquid
membrane. The wooden fire escape was rebuilt in the 1994. (1/15/03)

Windows
Most of the original wood, double-hung windows are intact. Their painted finish has been
neglected and is typically cracked and peeling, with some wood deterioration evident, but visual
inspection indicates that the windows should be restorable with minor repairs and new paint. All
first floor windows (and second floor windows on the south side) have expanded metal security
screens screwed directly to the window brick moldings.
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Figure 25: Typical first floor window with expanded metal security screen. (1/15/03)

The original windows have been lost at five locations on the first floor. An egress door through
the west wall of the first floor main space replaced one window without affecting the original
masonry opening (figure 32). But new door openings through the north and east walls of the
north wing altered the original arch-topped window openings, which were partially filled (figures
27 and 28).
Eight original windows have been lost on the second floor. In the southeast corner three windows
were fitted with single light sash, apparently without affecting the wood frames or masonry
openings (figures 23 and 26). At this same corner, however, four original windows were lost and
their masonry openings were rebuilt to accommodate two horizontally oriented fixed windows.
At the west side of the south elevation the masonry opening of a window was also enlarged to
install the existing egress door (figure 24).
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Figure 26: New windows were installed at the southeast corner of the second floor in the 1950’s, including
the fixed and two 1/1 double hung windows pictured here. The 6/6 window to the left is original. (1/15/03)

Doors
The building contained only four exterior doors after the north extension was completed in 1917.
Three of those have definitely been replaced over the years: a) the single door of the north
elevation was expanded to the current pair (figures 27 and 28), b) the double sliding doors in the
east wall of the south wing were replaced with a pair of hinged doors in a rebuilt masonry
opening (figure 29), and c) the second floor loading door was replaced in an enlarged opening in
the 1950’s (figures 19 and 23). The main entrance door (figure30) is probably original even
though it differs from the door shown in the east elevation construction drawing – it is difficult to
know for sure since the archives contain no detailed drawings and the doors are open in all of the
original photographs. It is also difficult to know whether the hinged personnel door in the south
leaf is original or was cut in at a later date. In any case, the entrance door is sliding door like the
original, with panel and sticking details appropriate to the period. Though exhibiting significant
wear from years of hard use, it is in relatively good condition and quite restorable.
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Figure 27: This ca. 1917 photograph of the north wall shows the original exterior single door opening
within a typical brick arch.

Figure 28: This pair of doors in the north wall replaced the original single door that fit into the center
arch. Window openings to the to the left and right were filled-in. (1/15/03)
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Figure 29: This hinged pair of doors in the east wall of the south wing replaced the original sliding doors.
The opening was also rebuilt, with a concrete header replacing the former brick jack arch. (1/15/03)

Figure 30: Main entrance door. This is probably original, though this is difficult to verify. (1/15/03)
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Four non-original doors have been installed in the building’s exterior walls. Shortly after the
building’s construction a new opening was installed in the south elevation to provide access and
ventilation to a new electrical substation. Originally protected by a wire mesh panel and door, it
is now filled with a pair of wood doors (figure 31). Two original windows have also been
replaced with egress doors. A new door in the west wall of the first floor main space was
installed within an existing window opening; short runs of stairs both inside and outside bridge
the granite water table and radiation pipes to access the door (figure 32). But the second floor
egress door over the south wing roof required enlarging the window opening (figures 24 and 31).
Finally, two original windows were removed and the granite water table sliced to make an 8 ft.
wide opening for the coiling door in the east wall of the north wing (figure 33).

Figure 31: View of the building’s southwest corner. The opening now with the pair of doors was
constructed for an electrical substation in this location shortly after the building was completed. The two
windows in the west wall were added at the same time. (1/15/03)
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Figure 32: Fire door and stair through an original window opening in the west wall of the main space.
(1/15/03)

Figure 33: This coiling door in the east wall of the north wing replaced two original windows. The granite
water table was also cut to make the opening. (1/15/03)
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Signage
Wood building number (“125”) signs on the north and south facades and a “Baxter Road” sign at
the northeast corner are probably original. The paint on them is cracked and peeling, but they
appear to be restorable. Other signage placed recently by NPS tenants should eventually be
removed.

Figure 34: Building number sign. Two (probably original) signs are on the building, attached to the north
and south facades. (1/15/03)
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Figure 35: First and Second Floor Diagrams. Room numbers have been arbitrarily assigned to spaces for
identification in this report.

INTERIOR

General
The building’s interior is generally open and unfinished, befitting its industrial heritage. First
floor spaces exhibit the original exposed, painted brick walls and concrete ceilings, but the
original first level brick floor pavement has been covered throughout with concrete. The
circulation core in the northeast corner of the main volume includes the original concrete stair, the
1939 freight elevator and toilets rooms of mixed vintage. On the first floor, the north and south
wings have been partitioned and adapted to meet the requirements of their current tenants - but
with the basic open, unfinished character maintained. The second floor retains the partitions and
finishes of its office conversion of the 1950’s, used now by a mix of occupants.
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Room 101 (West End of Low South Wing)
The previously open south storage wing for volatile materials was divided with a plastered
terracotta partition to create an electrical substation in this space, with a new pair of doors in the
south exterior brick wall. The electrical substation equipment is now gone and the space is
currently occupied by an experimental fish hatchery operation run by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. A wooden mezzanine has been constructed along the east and north sides of the
space to support administrative spaces above the fish tanks on the ground level. Apart from
plumbing and electrical utilities for this operation, the space is unfinished. The original skylight
over the space has been covered with plywood. No evidence of the original glazing frame
remains.

Room 102 (East End of Low South Wing)
This is the remainder of the original open space, divided from Rm. 101 by a partially plastered
terracotta partition. As in Room 101, the skylight has been removed and the opening covered in
plywood. The single original south wall window provides natural light in the space. Uneven
settlement of the floor is evident at the west side of the space where some of the original brick
pavement is visible in the floor that is otherwise paved in concrete. A leaking radiator is
responsible for moisture on the floor at the north side of the space. The Navy currently uses the
space for metal shop storage.

Figure 36: View of room 102 looking west. The space is used for the storage of metal materials to
maintain U.S.S. Constitution. (1/15/03)
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Room 103 – South High Wing
This space was originally constructed as a materials storage room, connected to the adjacent main
space by two high, narrow doors through which ran a steel trolley rail. The rail, which originally
looped through the adjacent main space, exists now only in this room. Used at some point for the
paint shop offices, this space was converted to the paint mixing room as part of general
renovations in the 1950’s. Two large, mixing vats remain in the room as artifacts of one of the
building’s primary functions, and perhaps consideration should be given to preserving and
displaying them somewhere in the building. The original north wall doors have both been
altered, the west opening filled entirely with brick and the east door filled above an enlarged 7’
high opening, which is currently protected by a sliding fireproof door. A hinged fireproof door in
the south wall leading to Room 102 is probably original. The concrete floor of this space
probably covers original brick paving.

Figure 37: View of Room 103 from east, as abandoned by the Navy. Note the paint mixers along the north
wall that remain in the same location today. They could be preserved as an exhibit of primary paint shop
equipment. (1/15/03)

Room 104 – First Floor Main Space
This room has a 19’-6” high ceiling and is 52’ square, without any columns thanks to two
massive steel trusses that support the second floor. It was the central room of the paint shop,
containing workstations and material stores. The work areas were originally separated with wire
mesh partitions from the circulation area that linked the entrance door to the stair/elevator core
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and the locker room in the north wing. The wire mesh partitions have been removed, as has the
original ceiling-hung trolley beam, which started at the main entrance doors and looped through
this space and into adjacent south wing. The two doors into the south wing have also been
altered, as noted in the description of Room 103 above. Other alterations to the room’s original
finishes include the existing concrete floor, which (according to the drawings) was originally
paved with brick, the freight elevator hoistway, which was enlarged in 1939, and the fire escape
door through a window opening in the west wall. The fire protection service valve is also located
in a wooden enclosure at the south side of the main entrance.
This room currently houses a Park Service interpretive exhibit of the Navy Yard history that was
installed in 1991. Improvements made to the space for this exhibit include new lighting
(additional fixtures selected to match those existing at the time of the installation), exhibit kiosks
and displays, new paint throughout and improved finishes (ceramic tile and new fixtures) in the
restroom (107) beneath the second floor stair.

Figure 38: View to egress door in west wall of main space, Rm. 104. (1/15/03)
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Room 108 – North High Wing
This space, which was constructed with the lockers, wash sinks and toilets used by all the paint
shop personnel, originally had no exterior door and was accessible only through the main space,
Room 104. Though re-arranged, it continued with the same use after the new wing to the north
was constructed in 1916 with a shower and lunchroom. But at some point prior to 1953 the
locker area was converted to a shop storage area, which was enlarged to eliminate the toilet room
by 1966, and an 8’ wide coiling door had been inserted into the east wall. In 1988, when the
building was under control of the Park Service, a non-profit organization, New England Historic
Seaport remodeled the space as a wood working shop, installing the existing wood framed
mezzanine and ground floor workbenches, as well as a small toilet enclosure in the northeast
corner.

Figure 39: View looking west in north wing Room 105 showing existing wood framed loft. (1/15/03)
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Room 111 – North Low Wing
This room was constructed as a lunchroom extension to the original building in 1916. It was
constructed with exterior materials and details similar to the original building, but on spread
footings rather than piles, and with a wooden roof structure instead of the steel-framed concrete
used on the earlier sections. Settlement cracks that are visible in the floor and walls where this
extension attaches to the original construction most likely appeared shortly after construction due
to the use of spread footings. Sometime prior to 1953 the space was converted for machine shop
use, and included sand blasting equipment. The storage closet (Room 110) in the northwest
corner was also constructed by this date for use as an alcohol locker. At some point (though the
date is not clear from any documentation) the single north wall door was enlarged as a pair of
doors, cutting awkwardly into the adjacent arched window bay. New England Historic Seaport
took over the space without significant alterations as part of its woodworking shop in 1988, a use
that continues to the present.

Figure 40: View of Room 106 looking south to wall that was originally the north exterior wall prior to the
construction of the north extension. Note that the roof in this space is framed with wood. (1/15/03)
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Room 109 – Boiler Room
This was originally built as a shower room in the 1916 extension, but it was being used as a
storage room by 1953. The Park Service installed boilers in the room sometime around 1977,
providing the building for the first time with an independent heating system.

Figure 41: View to northwest in Room 107, the boiler room. Since this space was originally constructed
as a shower room, the west wall windows were built as shown with fixed transoms only. (1/15/03)
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Stair
The painted, cast-in-place concrete stair in the northeast corner of the center mass is original.
With 7-3/4 in. risers and 9-1/2 in. treads, it does not meet current egress code requirements.

Figure 42: Stair to second floor from Room 104. The stair is original, but the freight elevator (left)
replaced the original in 1939. (1/15/03)

Elevator
The existing elevator, including the brick hoistway and metal-clad penthouse for the machine
room, were constructed in 1939 to replace an earlier elevator that had a smaller plan and did not
penetrate the roof (the original machinery was located adjacent to the hoistway on the second
floor). The 4,000 lb. capacity freight elevator with vertical bi-parting entrance doors is
maintained and used by the Park Service and their second floor tenants, but it does not meet code
requirements for use as a passenger elevator.
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Second floor – Rooms 201 through 209
The current arrangement and most finishes of offices on the second floor probably date to a
general renovation completed by the Navy around 1956. Partitions on the floor are generally
constructed of gypsum wallboard on wooden stud framing, with some wire mesh on wood stud
dividers. Ceilings in the offices are typically of acoustic tile, at approximately 11’-4” above the
floor. Floor finishes in the offices range from carpet to vinyl asbestos tile. The corridor area
(Room 208) at the stair and elevator landing is open to the underside of the roof structure. A pulldown ladder provides access from this area to the attic space above the offices.

Figure 43: View of second floor corridor. The existing offices were constructed in the 1950’s, enclosed by
12’ high GWB partitions with suspended ceilings. The corridor is open to the steel trusses of the roof
structure above the offices. (1/15/03)

Figure 44: Typical second floor office interior. Exterior brick walls are exposed. (1/15/03)
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
TREATMENT AND USE
Building 125 has been only minimally altered since its days as a paint shop. The interior finishes
and fittings were always utilitarian, though, and there isn’t much inside the building that would
warrant special attention for preservation, or that would preclude a substantial rehabilitation to
accommodate new uses. The goal of any such rehabilitation should be to maintain the open,
industrial quality of the original interior spaces. The National Park Service’s General
Management Plan (1987) calls for Building 125 to be used for exhibits and public gatherings.
The use of the building for administrative offices would also be appropriate. To accommodate
any new uses the building will require some major alterations, including new toilets, code
complying egress stairs, a new elevator and new MEP systems; this work will necessarily have a
significant impact on all of the existing spaces. In any case, the most important space in the
building is the first floor of the center volume, where the greatest effort should be made to
preserve the existing character.
The historical value of the building is embodied to a much greater extent in its exterior. The
volume remains as originally constructed (with the 1916 extension) and should not be altered in
any significant way. Much of the original exterior masonry and windows remain as well, and
should definitely be preserved. On the other hand, after 1940 a number of envelope
modifications were made that were detrimental to the building’s architectural and historical
integrity. As a long-term goal the building should be restored to its pre-WWII condition by
reversing, where possible, the insensitive window, door and architectural trim alterations. Funds
for any near-term work will undoubtedly be limited, so the initial focus should be on the
stabilization of the building envelope to prevent further deterioration.
As previously stated in this report, Building 125 is not noteworthy for an association with any
particular historical event or person. Its historic value is as a contributing structure to the Boston
Naval Shipyard Landmark District, within which it has occupied a prominent location for almost
a century, but it is also a handsome building in its own right, with carefully proportioned classical
form and features. The building needs rehabilitation to address the deterioration of its exterior
envelope; with updated interior systems and finishes, it can also serve a much more useful role
for the park than it does currently. The work required on and in the building will include
substantial physical changes, so the recommendations in this report have to acknowledge the need
for flexibility treating the remaining original fabric.

EXTERIOR RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The basic form of the building and current exterior features should not be changed. The
basic footprint and profile of the building should remain essentially as finished in 1917.
2. Non-original projections on the roofs should remain. The elevator penthouse on the north
side of the main roof is not original, but it is in keeping with the rest of the building and
should remain (even if the elevator hoistway within the building is relocated). Similarly,
the rooftop ventilators are close enough to the originals that they should be retained.
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3. Although a wooden fire escape stair over the south wing roof has existed in some form
for many years, it is not considered a character defining feature and may be removed.
4. Original skylights on the south wing roof, now missing, can be replicated if deemed
beneficial to the new use.
5. Existing, original wood windows should be restored. If energy conservation is an issue,
interior storms should be installed to maintain the appearance of the windows from
outside. Existing wire mesh security screens on all first floor windows might be original,
or they might be replacements of those installed shortly after the building was completed,
but they will probably not be desirable for any new building use and may be removed.
6. Replication of the original masonry openings and wood windows where altered in the
southeast corner of the second floor would be desirable. If initial renovation funds are
limited, this could be pursued as a long-term goal.
7. Similarly, it would be desirable to restore the original conditions at non-original exterior
door openings on the first floor, especially on the east façade. Funds may preclude this
work in the near term, and functional requirements for a new use in the building might
determine that some doors should remain, or others be added. If new doors are required,
they should be located within the original window without any alterations to the masonry
surrounds.
8. Two existing windows in the west elevation of the south wing are not original, but were
installed shortly after the building was constructed. These simple rectangular openings
with flat brick arches are sympathetic to the unarticulated masonry enclosure of this
wing. It is recommended that they remain and serve as models for any new openings that
might be required in the wing’s south wall for new interior uses.
9. The main entrance wood doors are sliding doors and would not be usable after the
building is renovated. They should be retained, even if concealed in a permanently open
position.
10. The shipping door on the second floor was enlarged in 1952, and the result was very
unfortunate for the proportions of the main facade. It is recommended that the original
masonry opening be restored, but restoration of the original wooden door would probably
not be desirable for the future interior use of the second floor, so the opening might be
filled instead with a window.
11. The replication of the missing original eave and pediment trim should be a long-term
goal. Its removal in the 1960’s was a major loss to the architectural character of the
building. But this work would be for aesthetic reasons only, and may not be possible
within a near term project of limited funds.
12. Original wood “125” signs should be preserved and retained.
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INTERIOR RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The building contains very little interior fabric that is of historic significance. Interior
renovations should be driven by the requirements of the new use, including those of
function, safety and energy conservation. Nevertheless, any renovation should be as
sympathetic as possible to the building’s historical character.
2. To the greatest extent possible, the original industrial quality of the interior should be
retained in a renovation, especially in the main first floor space. Important elements
defining this quality are the exposed, painted masonry walls and the exposed steel
structural members. It is also important to retain, as much as possible, the general
openness of the spaces. Simple, suspended light fixtures should be used, and mechanical
systems can be exposed.
3. Existing concrete floor finishes in the first floor, though appropriate to the building, are
not original (except perhaps in the north wing). Restoring the original brick paving
would be desirable but possibly not feasible with a limited budget.
4. Salvaging and displaying at least one of the remaining paint mixing machines as an
artifact of the building’s original use would be desirable.
5. The remaining original trolley track in the high south wing should be retained as original
fabric, even if it is eventually covered by suspended finishes.
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